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Whether you want to stay in basic or deluxe accommodation, whether you have a particular passion for
discovery, adventure or experiencing the great outdoors, or you’re planning a trip for a special occasion, with
more than 30 years of experience as a destination management company, our team can create an itinerary to
perfectly match your interests and tastes.

Projekt je sufinancirala Europska unija iz Europskog fonda za regionalni razvoj

www.strukturnifondovi.hr

Sadržaj ove publikacije isključiva je odgovornost poduzeća Sunturist d.o.o.
Za više informacija o EU fondovima posjetite web stranicu: www.strukturnifondovi.hr
Sunturist d.o.o., Ulica S.S. Kranjčevića 1, 53291 Novalja, tel: +385 53 661661, info@sunturist.com
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Feel free to choose
from an abundant
accommodation offer
such as hotels, boutique hotels, bed & breakfasts, villas,
glamping resorts, camps and apartments.
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Hotel Olea
****

Hotel Olea**** is the perfect option for
anyone who dreams of a holiday full of
fun and relaxation.
The contemporary, elegant and refined
decoration will suit various types of
travellers, providing them with the
utmost comfort.
The hotel is located in Novalja, on the
island of Pag. Its western part overlooks
the beautiful Adriatic Sea, while the
eastern part overlooks the famous
Velebit Mountain.
Hotel Olea offers the most memorable
panoramic scenery on the island.
“Live in your world. Stay in ours!”
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BED & BREAKFASTS

APARTMENTS

Away from the fast pace of life,
everyday rush and stress, you will find
family run bed & breakfasts. They offer
a warm home-like atmosphere and are
located in quiet parts of Novalja and the
island of Pag, close to beautiful clean
beaches. They provide a good family or
youth vacation.

A wide range of good quality
apartments around the island of Pag will
make your stay as enjoyable as possible.
Apartments for couples, families and
young people are a perfect solution for
those who prefer the very best in terms
of space, convenience and privacy.

NOA GLAMPING RESORT

CAMPING STRAŠKO

Noa Glamping Resort is located on a slope above a beautiful
pebble beach. The resort overlooks the crystal clear sea that
touches the sky at sunset, depicting the mountains in the
background and creating a perfect story of the harmony of
spirit and nature. Relax in a natural ambience of villas while
sitting in a pool or on a terrace and enjoying the fascinating
view of the bay of Pag and Velebit Mountain.

Experience incredible sunsets, try delicious Dalmatian culinary
specialties or just enjoy the pristine nature of the island of Pag!
The camp is located in a beautiful bay and it spreads across 57
ha of Dalmatian oak and olive tree woods which makes it one of
the biggest and leading camps on the Adriatic and in Croatia. A
charming beach with a lot of entertainment content and a small
farm with local domestic animals make Straško the place where
you and your family will spend an unforgettable vacation.
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Set foot on the moon
and get lost
					 in the right direction!
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Life On Mars Hike
The “Life on Mars“ hiking tour is a memorable
blend of the lunar landscape and the magical
views of Pag Bay and the Podvelebit Channel.
The tour goes along the karst landscape of Pag
Bay towards Stogaj, a peculiarly shaped rock that
attracts a large number of climbers. The route continues towards Beriknica, one of the most beautiful
beaches on the island, known for its natural installation consisting of three unusual rock patterns created by the millennial exposure to the “bura” wind.
The trail continues towards Slana Bay, overlooked
by remnants of a World War Two concentration
camp, and Seline Bay, which offers a wonderful view
of the Velebit Channel. The tour ends at its starting
point, reached by a hike of the upper side of the
island along the Velebit Channel.

PAG HIKE

SVETOJANJ HIKE
Svetojanj is one of the most beautiful coves on
the island of Pag, and the Byzantine fortress
located above the cove is a constant witness
to the importance of the island of Pag as one
of the most prominent maritime centres in the
past.
The programme starts in Stara Novalja and continues
along a macadam path towards the north-western
side of the island of Pag and the cove of Svetojanj,
with its 6th century Byzantine fortress which attests
to the strategic importance of the area during the
Eastern Roman Empire. The fortress served to control the safety of sailing in the Podvelebit Channel. It
takes about an hour of hiking to get to the fortress,
but it is well worth while once you see the magnificent view of the Velebit Mountain and its Channel.

SVETI VID HIKE

The trail through the hinterland of the city of
Pag offers breathtaking views of the sea salt
factory, Pag’s coastline, the Zadar Archipelago and the majestic Velebit Mountain, and it
points out the importance of the island of Pag,
both in the past and the present.

The road to the highest peak of the island of
Pag is abundant in historical and mythological
landmarks and plant life diversity. The views
of the Velebit Mountain and its Channel, Pag’s
coastline and the Kvarner Islands are enchanting.

The programme starts at a hunting house at the very
top of the trail with a story about the wind “bura“,
one of the main shapers of the terrain configuration
of the island of Pag, the lifestyle of its residents and
the originality of its autochthonous products. The
route passes by the colossal windmills and continues
towards the remnants of St. Juraj’s Church, located
on rocky terrain. The church was built in the 6th century, during Byzantine Empire, as part of a fort, and
its ceramics remains are preserved to this date.

The hiking tour begins in Kolan and continues along
the shepherds’ paths towards the highest peak of
the island. Sveti Vid is a rocky hill with remnants of
a prehistoric fortress at an altitude of 349 meters,
one of the largest prehistoric fortresses on the island. Since the 14th century it has served as a religious site, a small St. Vid’s Chapel. It takes about
one hour to reach the top and enjoy the fascinating
view of the rich diversity of the island of Pag and its
archipelago.
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ZAGLAVA BY BIKE
Discover the charms of Zaglava, located in the north-western part of the island of Pag.
The landscape will captivate you with its beauty, diversity, panoramic views and historical
landmarks.
The programme starts in Novalja and takes you through the field of Novalja up to the drinking
water spring called “Škopalj“ close to the church of St. Anton, where you will hear the story of
the peculiarities and the significance of the area, both in the past and the present. The tour
continues towards Stara Novalja, to Jadra beach, and along Zaglava, with magnificent views
of the Kvarner Islands and the Velebit Archipelago.

LUN BY BIKE
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PAG BY BIKE

Take in the peace and quiet of the Olive
Gardens of Lun, a lovely place with a
past that dates back to biblical times.
Riding along fine macadam roads will
give you a chance to fully enjoy the
beauty of centuries old olive trees.

The Pag bike tour combines the distant past, the present and the future.
Biking through the hinterland of the
city of Pag offers beautiful views of
the whole island and provides an authentic experience.

The cycling tour starts in Novalja and
takes you to the botanical reserve of
a variety of olive tree species that is
considered to be a unique place in
the world. Several breaks are foreseen
along the scenic road with beautiful
views of the Kvarner Archipelago, the
sea and Velebit Mountain.
The tour continues to the picturesque
place called Lun, characteristic for its
charm and relaxed atmosphere.

The cycling tour starts in the city of
Pag with a story about its cultural significance and peculiarities such as sea
salt and lace. The tour continues towards the colossal windmills, located
in the perfect position for electricity
generation. During several breaks along
the route, one can enjoy the views of
the salt factory, Pag Bay, nearby islands
and Velebit Mountain, which leave no
one indifferent.

PAG BAY TOUR
The fairy-tale atmosphere of the lunar landscape of Pag Bay will delight you with its overwhelming contrast of the blue skies and sea and the white stone. Get lost in the magic of
the scenery and the views of the beautiful beaches which are often the main reason why
tourists visit the island of Pag.
The kayaking route passes along Ručica, a beach which has served as inspirational scenery
for many movie, music and fashion shoots. The next break is at Beriknica Beach, with the wellknown Stogaj rock which makes this beach a recognizable symbol of the island of Pag. Another
interesting stop is the Gače Cave. The visitors can walk through the cave and then gradually
enter the sea and swim towards the exit.

VELEBIT CHANNEL TOUR
Enjoy the view of the magnificent Velebit, its Channel and the impressive remains of a
fortress that testifies to the importance of the island of Pag on one of the most famous
maritime routes in history. The charm of the secluded coves and the magic of the interesting forms of coastal rocks will inspire you to explore further and further.
The tour passes along Koromačina Beach, the shoreline of which creates an authentic
Mediterranean atmosphere. The highlight of the tour is the fortress of Svetojanj from the
Byzantine period, built to protect an important trade route. Kayaking towards the beach of
Lusk offers an adventurous experience of passing through a mystical canyon.
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KOLANJSKO BLATO

VELIKO BLATO

Enjoy a walk along the freshwater lake
and flood-meadows with our expert
guide who will tell you all about the
rich and varied species of this ornithological reserve, the Roman aqueduct
and the Kolan coal mines.

A tour of one of the three ornithological
reserves of the island of Pag, Veliko Blato,
and a story of its distinctiveness, exceptional ecological importance and a marvellous
world of birds and indigenous herbs.
The Veliko Blato reserve is a depression
with freshwater and a recorded number
of 143 bird species. The ornithological
reserve is of paramount importance for
certain species of marsh birds because
it is the last remaining place in Europe
where they can land on their way to the
south. Such well-preserved marsh territory is very rare nowadays, especially
because of the increasing vulnerability
of marsh ornithofauna and the disappearance of wetland biotopes across
Europe.

The walk begins with a visit to the marsh
habitat that boasts richness and diversity of bird species. A total of 163 bird
species were recorded in Kolanjsko Blato and its vicinity, out of which 66 are
nestling birds. Kolanjski Bunar, a natural
water spring which fed the Roman aqueduct, is located nearby.
Kolanjsko Blato is a unique phenomenon
on the Croatian islands, which is also
known for the story of Kolan coal mines.

OLIVE GARDENS OF LUN
The olive gardens, unique for their age that dates back to biblical times, the number of
self-grown olive trees and the quality of oil produced from their fruits, invite for a walk
which will fill every heart with inspiration.
A drop of olive oil is a drop of pure health, it contains all the charms of the Mediterranean and
the love of the sun. The botanical reserve of numerous olive tree varieties that exist in Lun area
is considered to be a unique place in the world.
While taking a walk around the trees of fascinating appearance, with their roots intertwined
with the ground and stones, you will feel part of the majestic history that has occurred under
these treetops for centuries.
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Breathe in the silence and share your
smile with the nature…
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Surrounded by as many as five national parks, the island of Pag is a perfect destination for nature lovers.
Spend a majestic day in beautiful untouched nature, being in great company with our guides that will enrich
your knowledge with captivating facts about Croatia’s most beautiful parts.
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NORTHERN VELEBIT NP
Unique biological diversity and beautiful nature with a magnificent view of the Adriatic
Sea and the islands.
This mountain adventure takes place along the Premužić Path, one of the most beautiful
paths on Velebit. Velebit is famous for its incredible biodiversity, richness of woods, canyons,
rocks, caves that fill visitors with enthusiasm. It is home to one of the Croatian most famous
endemic species, Velebitska Degenija. Due to its magnificence, it is considered a Croatian
national symbol and as such is the topic of numerous poems, tales and legends. It is of elongated form with steep sides.

PAKLENICA NP
Characteristic canyons cut into the southern slopes of Velebit. Abundance of geomorphologic visions and forms, diverse plant and animal life, attractive landscapes and untouched nature.
Paklenica National Park is one of the most attractive hiking destinations in Croatia. The name
Paklenica originates from the black pine sap called ”paklina“, used by the natives in traditional medicine, to treat wounds, for illumination and surface treatment of wooden boats.
Hiking along the spectacular canyons cut into the southern slopes of Velebit is the only way
to truly get to know Paklenica.
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PLITVICE LAKES NP

KRKA NP

Extraordinary beauty of lakes and waterfalls, richness of flora and fauna, contrasts of colour, forest
and the surrounding mountain region pronounced
the world natural heritage by the UNESCO.

Natural and karst phenomenon with an ethno village awarded a Golden flower of Europe. The National Park is a vast and primarily unaltered area
of exceptional natural value, including one or more
preserved or insignificantly altered ecosystems.

Plitvice Lakes National Park is the oldest and biggest national park in Croatia. Its 16 mutually connected lakes of sparkling blue-green colour continually forming the tufa barriers are the basic
phenomenon and beauty of the National Park. The
lake system has been divided into the Upper and
Lower Lakes. The upper Lakes were formed on dolomite rock and are larger, with more indented and
gentle shores than the Lower Lakes. The Lower
Lakes were formed in limestone substrate, cut into
a deep canyon with steep cliffs. Experience natural beauties while walking along the forest paths,
crossing wooden bridges, taking a cruise on an
electric boat or riding on a panoramic vehicle.

A walk along numerous paths and small bridges
with a magical murmur of travertine waterfalls that
are the fundamental phenomenon of the Krka River. A guided tour of the Park leads to Skradinski
Buk, one of the most attractive waterfalls with its
17 steps, old watermills where wheat was ground
between millstones, ethnographic collection and
a watermill that served as a fabric softener since
the power of water was used to soften wool. Krka
waterfalls are a great place to have a swim, go for
a walk, take a boat cruise, and enjoy a variety of
catering services.

KORNATI NP
National Park situated in the central part of the Croatian Adriatic. It consists of a network of special islands and rocks of astonishing landscape beauty, interesting geomorphology, well-indented coast with exceptionally rich plant and animal submarine world.
A great number of islands, their different geomorphological characteristics, climate conditions,
cliffs on the outer island chain, all of that makes the islands special and it’s visible in their flora
and vegetation. This specialness was influenced by various factors closer or farther in the geological past, shaping Kornati into an extremely interesting and unique place.
An important feature of the sector is a mutual association of plants belonging to the east and
west Mediterranean floral elements. Kornati used to be covered in holm oak forests that people
with their activities gradually turned into karst pastures.
A notable ornament of the Kornati National Park is also the incredible meld of nature and humans, who have been living here for several thousand years, which can be seen in the always
humble but impressive structures: ports, drystone walls, olive orchards, docks, forts, churches
and saltworks. Some of the attractions include the cliffs, some of them even 80m high, a big
lighthouse, a church from the 13th century, an old tower and old fishing villages.
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Follow the nature on the road to adventure
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And that Is not all…
Get to know the history and cultural heritage of the island and listen to the stories that yearn to be heard, taste the finest
autochthonous specialties and let them delight all your senses. Spend the day on board of a boat to reach the most beautiful beaches
of the island and let the beauty of crystal clear waters inspire a sense of peacefulness and inner strength. Enjoy canoeing and rafting
on the enchanting rivers of the surrounding area of the island of Pag, while admiring the scenic views of playful waterfalls.
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RAFTING

PACKRAFTING

Embark on a thrilling rafting experience on the
enchanting rivers of Una or Cetina. Swim in
the crystal clear water, take a shower under
the waterfalls, drink spring water, jump off
rocks and explore caves.

Enjoy the beautiful scenery of the Zrmanja
River and its canyon. This emerald green river, one of the most beautiful ones in Croatia,
will leave you breathless, while kayaking in a
stable packraft boat will make you feel safe
and free.

Una rafting tour starts at the foot of one of the
highest and the most beautiful waterfalls in this
part of Europe. Una is a class 4-5 river which
makes it the only white-water river of that class
in Croatia. During the break, it’s possible to visit
the caves situated along the river. Una is the
river with the deepest source of sweet water in
the world – over 200m. Experience Cetina rafting and discover the unknown Dalmatia – green
river, magnificent canyon, dense forests, waterfalls, mysterious caves and fabulous watermills.
Cetina River belongs to 1-3 class white waters.

The route goes down the Zrmanja River towards
the estuary of the Krupa River, where you leave
the packrafts and hike to the waterfalls of the
Krupa River where you can refresh and take a
swim. After a break, the pedalling continues
through the scenic landscape of Zrmanja to
Muškovci. The tour is about 4 hours long. The
pedalling is not exhausting nor dangerous, and
during the summer the river is clear and warm.
This activity is perfect for beginners as well as for
experienced river runners.

CANOE SAFARI
Kayaking down the Zrmanja River with an expert guide and a skipper. Enjoy a beautiful
landscape with fascinating waterfalls and swim underneath them.
The first part of the tour to the mouth of the river Krupa lasts about an hour and 45 minutes;
the visit, swimming and picnic on the Krupa waterfalls last another hour and a half; and allow
for up to two hours to kayak down the Zrmanja River to Muškovci. It takes a total of three
hours to kayak down the river and an hour and a half for occasional breaks and swimming.
Kayaking is not fatiguing nor dangerous, the water is clear and warm during the summer
months, which makes it a perfect adventure for beginners.
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PRIVATE YACHT TOUR
A private yacht tour with your family and friends to beautiful sandy coves where you will
enjoy magnificent views of the landscape and crystal clear sea.
The tour starts at the Novalja waterfront. After setting out from the harbour, the sailing continues south-east towards the Mišnjak islet. After a 30-minute break for swimming, the tour
continues north-west towards the Babe Beach, the shallowest beach in Novalja, where the
sea is the warmest. Being located in a sandy cove, the beach is perfect for all lovers of picigin, the favourite activity for a fun day at the beach. During the tour you can enjoy views of
Novalja, the beautiful Velebit Mountain, the surrounding islands of Maun and Skrda, with the
islands of Silba, Olib, Lošinj and Cres also being visible in the distance.

ZAVRATNICA NATURE PARK AND RAB ISLAND
A one-day cruise along the northern side of the island of Pag. Take a swim in the Zavratnica Nature Park, one of the most beautiful bays on the Adriatic, and visit the medieval
town of Rab, surrounded by city walls and well-known for its four bell towers.
The boat ride starts from the port of Tovarnele in Lun towards the Zavratnica Nature Park,
a 900 meters long bay with remains of a sunken World War II warship visible on its bottom.
After a break for swimming, the boat ride continues towards the beach of Pudarica on the
island of Rab, where lunch on board and swimming on a sandy beach are planned.
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Lun Olive Tree Road
A botanical reserve with numerous olive tree species on the territory of Lun
is considered to be the world’s unique
phenomenon. This fascinating and
unique oasis of biblical olive trees preserves peace underneath the tree tops
of millennial trees.

Bo[kinac Wine Road
Wine-growing tradition and mild
Mediterranean climate have contributed to the development of flavourful autochthonous wine varieties and
wine distillates infused with medicinal
herbs.

Pag Cheese Road
An autochthonous product which compares favourably with the world’s most
famous cheeses. Its rich and flavourful
taste is a result of the island’s stone and
salt, medicinal and aromatic herbs as
well as of the tradition of the island of
Pag.

Pag Herbal Road
The miraculous world of herbs, existing silently and discreetly concealing
many powers. The plant world of
the island of Pag is rich with natural
herbs featuring many autochthonous
wild plant species. Enjoy this lush
vegetation and its scents as well as
impressive panoramic views of these
areas.
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Readymade packages are created to combine the finest of our offer so that you can experience the utmost pleasure
during your stay on the island of Pag. Let us do everything for you so that you can enjoy your vacation to the fullest.

READYMADE
PACKAGES

Combination of high quality services for a better price.
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KAYAK, BIKE & HIKE ADVENTURE

PAGE 24

OPTIONS: 2 NIGHTS, 3 DAYS / 7 NIGHTS, 8 DAYS / 10 NIGHTS, 11 DAYS / 14 NIGHTS, 15 DAYS

Experience a combination of adventurous activities in order to see the best that the
island of Pag has to offer
Kayak, bike and hike tours.
Accommodation on the island of Pag.

STRIVE FOR HEIGTHS AND BEAUTY

PAGE 25

10 NIGHTS, 11 DAYS

Enjoy the stunning landscape and let the paths narrate the story of a fascinating
cultural heritage
Hiking tours around the island of Pag and visits to national parks.
Accommodation on the island of Pag.
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TWO WHEELS PASSION
7 NIGHTS, 8 DAYS

Feel the adrenaline rush while riding through magical scenery and breathtaking sights
Bike tours around the island of Pag and its surroundings.
Accommodation on the island of Pag.

PAGE 27

SEA ADVENTURE
7 NIGHTS, 8 DAYS

Discover the most beautiful beaches of the island and reveal the uniqueness of its coastline
Kayak tours along the shores of the island of Pag.
Accommodation on the island of Pag.

FIVE NATIONAL PARKS

PAGE 28

7 NIGHTS, 8 DAYS

Visit as many as five national parks close to the island of Pag and find out what makes
each of them so special
Guided tours to national parks.
Accommodation on the island of Pag.
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ADVENTURE
KAYAK, BIKE & HIKE
SCHEDULE & ACTIVITIES
Awaken the adventurous spirit within you and escape from tourist crowds
by taking part in biking, hiking and kayaking tours in the beautiful
landscape of the rocky island of Pag and its surroundings. A guide will
share with you many curiosities that testify to the importance, beauty and
mysterious character of this magical island.
Enjoy active holidays on a magical island. Challenge yourself with kayak, bike
and hike tours that will give you an adrenaline rush and make you fall in love
with the enchanting beauty of the island of Pag.
All activities begin with brief instructions, after which you are completely ready
to paddle, hike and ride, no matter if you’re doing it for the first time or you’re
a professional.
Witness the fabulous suffusion of blue and white tones, explore the landscape
diversity, discover the green areas of this moonlike island.
Duration: 7 nights, 8 days
Price includes: accommodation, tour transfer, guide for all organized activities,
necessary equipment, tickets.
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DAY 1: arrival and dinner with programme presentation
DAY 2: Life On Mars hike tour
DAY 3: Zaglava bike tour
DAY 4: Velebit Channel kayak tour
DAY 5: visit to the Plitvice Lakes National Park
DAY 6: Kolan bike tour & Sveti Vid hike tour
DAY 7: Pag Bay kayak tour
DAN 8: visit to the Olive Gardens of Lun botanical
reserve; departure
OPTIONAL
3 DAYS PACKAGE: combination of kayak, bike and
hike activities in one day
11 DAYS PACKAGE: two hike tours, two kayak tours,
two bike tours, visits to two national parks
15 DAYS PACKAGE: two hike tours, three kayak
tours, three bike tours, visits to four national parks,
visit to the Olive Gardens of Lun botanical reserve.

STRIVE FOR HEIGTHS
AND BEAUTY

SCHEDULE & ACTIVITIES
The island of Pag invites you to hike through its fascinating areas which delight
with their unique natural architecture, interesting historical stories, mysterious
events, beauty of the karst landscape and the magical views of the Velebit
Mountain with exciting hiking trails that roam through its untouched nature.

DAY 1: arrival and dinner with programme
presentation
DAY 2: Life On Mars hike tour
DAY 3: visit to the Northern Velebit National Park
DAY 4: Svetojanj hike tour

Take the opportunity to get to know the most beautiful paths of the island of Pag,
reaching secret sites, charming bays and secluded coves. Sveti Vid, the highest peak
of the island, generously rewards with an unforgettable view of the surrounding archipelago.

DAY 5: visit to the Plitvice Lakes National Park

Paklenica and Northern Velebit are two national parks favoured by hiking lovers. Both
parks form part of the Velebit Mountain, the highest in Croatia, famous for its incredible bio-diversity and richness of woods, canyons, rocks and caves that fill visitors
with enthusiasm.

DAY 8: Sveti Vid hike tour

Paklenica area contains 150-200 km of trails and paths. The mountain adventure
in Northern Velebit National Park takes place along the Premužić Trail which goes
through a dense wood of old pines, fir trees and beech trees.

DAY 10: visit to the Krka National Park & Zadar
sightseeing

Duration: 10 nights, 11 days

DAY 6: Pag hike tour
DAY 7: visit to the Paklenica National Park

DAY 9: Kozje berdo hike tour or visit to the Olive
Gardens of Lun botanical reserve

DAY 11: departure

Price includes: accommodation, tour transfer,
guide for all organized activities,
necessary equipment, tickets.
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TWO WHEELS
PASSION

SCHEDULE & ACTIVITIES
DAY 1: arrival and dinner with programme
presentation
DAY 2: Zaglava bike tour
DAY 3: Lun bike tour
DAY 4: Krka bike tour
DAY 5: Pag bike tour
DAY 6: visit to the Plitvice Lakes National Park
DAY 7: Kolan bike tour
DAY 8: departure

Discover the charms of the island of Pag and Krka National Park while biking
along the panoramic paths of drystone walls and waterfalls. Get to know the
ornithological reserve, feel the scent and beauty of autochthonous plants, ride
among olive trees and allow the island to provide you an authentic experience.
A combination of bike tours to explore the whole island. The landscape will captivate
you with its beauty, diversity, panoramic views and historical landmarks.
Enjoy the views of the salt factory, Pag Bay, nearby islands and Velebit Mountain,
which leave no one indifferent.
The abundance and diversity of life forms, particularly birds, with up to 163 bird species, several of them being endemic, guarantee a good time.
Duration: 7 nights, 8 days
Price includes: accommodation, tour transfer, guide for all organized activities, necessary equipment, tickets.
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SEA ADVENTURE

SCHEDULE & ACTIVITIES
Spend your vacation actively and pedal while enjoying the views of fascinating
cliffs and secluded caves. The fairy-tale atmosphere of the lunar landscape of
the island of Pag will delight you with its overwhelming contrast of the blue
skies, sea and impressive rocks. Get lost in the magic of hidden bays and the
views of untouched sandy beaches.

DAY 1: Stara Novalja– Žigljen 10 km kayak tour
DAY 2: Metajna – Pag 17 km kayak tour
DAY 3: Pag bridge – Povljana 20 km kayak tour
(or Smokvica - Pag Bridge 14 km kayak tour)
DAY 4: Pag – Zrće 15 km kayak tour

Kayak tours give the opportunity to get to know the most attractive parts of the island.
Pag is a unique Croatian island, known for its spectacular coastline covered with salt dust.

DAY 5: Šimuni – Novalja 17 km kayak tour
(or Canoe Safari kayak tour)

Excellent guidance makes every tour safe and enables all participants to fully enjoy the
scenery and magnificent views.

DAY 6: Novalja – Lun 20 km kayak tour

Participants get the necessary equipment in order to feel comfortable and ready to embark on a sea adventure.

DAY 7: Lun – Stara Novalja 18 km kayak tour
DAY 8: departure

Find yourself surrounded by enchanting mountains, impressive cliffs, rocks that come
out of the sea like they are here to welcome you, all of which will inevitably put a smile
on your face.
Duration: 7 nights, 8 days
Price includes: accommodation, tour transfer, guide for all organized activities, necessary equipment, tickets.
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FIVE NATIONAL PARKS
SCHEDULE & ACTIVITIES
Explore the unique beauty of five Croatian national parks and their
untouched nature. Charming lakes, forceful waterfalls, karst landscape,
abundance of geomorphologic forms, diverse plant and animal life,
spectacular mountain regions with their canyons, forests and a network
of islands of exceptional landscape attractiveness will fill your heart with
unforgettable beauty.

DAY 2: visit to the Plitvice Lakes National Park
DAY 3: visit to the Northern Velebit National Park
DAY 4: visit to the Kornati National Park
DAY 5: visit to the Paklenica National Park

Croatia has eight national parks and as many as five of them are close to the
island of Pag. Guided tours guarantee to provide a wide range of information
and knowledge of all the interesting facts about each national park.

DAY 6: visit to the Krka National Park

Plitvice Lakes National Park and Krka National Park are famous for the beauty
of their majestic waterfalls and stunning results of the process of tufa formation. Paklenica and Northern Velebit attract hiking lovers from all over the
world due to their fabulous paths, impressive canyons and glorious peaks.
Kornati National Park fascinates with its numerous charming islands, islets and
reefs and with an exceptionally rich animal and plant submarine world.

DAY 8: departure

The final activity of the package enables you to experience the island of Pag
with all senses and invites you to explore the rich cultural heritage of the
island.
Duration: 7 nights, 8 days
Price includes: accommodation, tour transfer, guide for all organized activities,
necessary equipment, tickets.
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DAY 1: arrival and dinner with programme presentation

DAY 7: Roads of the island of Pag tour

If you are looking for a package with a personal touch, we are happy to offer you the possibility to design a trip
that will perfectly suit your needs. Create your puzzle with as many activities and locations as possible, or include
more free time to relax and explore on your own terms. You can decide when to travel, the level of service, the
accommodation standard and you can create a tailor-made package based on your interests and wishes.

TAILOR-MADE
PACKAGES
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Have a taste of adventure on the island of Pag
and grant your heart with a smile. Our team sends you warm
greetings, hoping to have a possibility to fulfil your holidays
with memorable experiences.
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We would like to thank all the sources, authors and photographers for allowing
us to use materials which have contributed to the creation and improvement of
this brochure.
Sources: Tourist Board of the Town of Novalja (authors: Posada agency and Makol
agency), Visit Kolan, Visit Povljana, Visit Rab, Anđelko Kurilić, Davor Strenja,
Olive Gardens of Lun, Northern Velebit National Park (author: Zoran Stegnjević),
Krka National Park, Plitvice Lakes National Park (author: Ante Bionda), Velebit
Nature Park.
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Sunturist d.o.o.
Turistička agencija
S. S. Kranjčevića 1
53291 Novalja
Island Pag, Croatia
Tel: +385 (0)53 661 211
Fax: +385 (0)53 661 611
E-mail: info@sunturist.com
Web: www.sunturist.com
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